College Authorizes Peace Rally; Dean Cancels Classes Nov. 8th

Beavers Fall Before Jasper Attack, 65-0

10,000 Watch Manhattan B acks Run Wild at Ebbets Field

By Artie Hauer

A hopelessly outnumbered City College football team went down to a smashing defeat at the hands of a powerful Manhattan College eleven, 65-0, before an estimated 10,000 fans who showed up to see the game played in perfect weather at Ebbets Field last Saturday.

It was by far the worst loss ever received by a Friedman-coached Beaver eleven.

Fighting desperately all the way, the greatly outnumbered Beaver line was ripped to shreds time and again by the huge, hard-charging Jasper forward wall." "A propo" "sition to present a resolution to the various student societies and councils in the school urging the readmission of women to the School of Business was presented by Mildred Grosman '37, girls' club president, at an open session of the Board of Higher Education on Monday, November 7, and was referred for study. The resolution was referred to the Board of Higher Education as a result of a student appeal.

"Teacher and Worker" Charges Dean Spent Extra $20,000 For Machines

According to the October issue of the "Teacher and Worker" monthly publication of the Community Union of Teachers and other employees in City College, Dean Justin H. Moore has paid approximately $20,000 for the use of the tabulating machine since its installation. This was the figure arrived at when a proposal was submitted to Albert Abramson, chairman of the government department, by Dr. Arthur S. Spielberg, who is the esa of the machine.

Applications for Sigma Alpha Applications Must Be In November 8th

Applications for Sigma Alpha, a national honorary society of business students, should be submitted to Albert Abramson in room 302 by November 8th.

S. C. Backs Move On "Oxford Pledge"

"I refuse to support the government's anti-Semitism, and believe that the Oxford Pledge is its_mcim."

Dean Moore, in a letter to the Student Council, gave full authority for the college auditorium during the 11 o'clock recitation hour, and outlined plans for the assembly.

A student committee, consisting of Albert Abrams, Lloyd Scher, and Jack Kalilah, president, vice-president, and secretary of the Student Council respectively, and Alfred M. Stein, managing editor of The Ticker, reviewed the proposed assembly. As a direct outcome of the meeting, it was decided that a faculty member, the president of the Student Council, would represent the committee from the Y. M. C. A., the Newcom Club, and the Jewish Student Union.

The proposal to present a resolution for genuine neutrality legislation was discussed, and it was agreed that the resolution would be put to the vote of the faculty.

Girls Plan Drive At Re-entry Forum

A proposal to present a resolution to the various student societies and councils in the school urging the readmission of women to the School of Business was presented by Mildred Grosman '37, girls' club president, at an open session of the Board of Higher Education on Monday, November 7, and was referred for study. The resolution was referred to the Board of Higher Education as a result of a student appeal.

Rival Quintets To Battle At A.A. Gym Show

An athletic show, unlike any previously presented, will be sponsored Friday night, November 5th, by the Interclass Athletic Council.

The estimated crowd of 600 will watch the exhibition of basketball played by two championship teams when the new Day Session Commerce Council and the evening Session Commerce Squad have the first half action on the court. Tickets will be sold with the "U" book and 25 cents for outsiders.
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Mobilization Assembly Set For 11-12 Period
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Mobilization Approved; Dean Cancels Classes

Administration Sets Precedent by Cooperating With Students. Medical Peace of Groups. Moore to Preside at Assembly

Law Society Heeds Speech By Prosecutor

The anti-Semitic history show of the law society will be presented in Friday afternoon. The show is to consist of two or three parts and will be a part of the day's program at the meeting of the law society.

W. S. C. Funds Taken For Nov. 16 Dance

Despite the fact that the society was not able to make an announcement of Friday, the society has taken a fair amount of money of the dance.

The show will be open to the public and will be held November 16th.

The society's aim is to promote the interests of the society and to encourage the attendance of the show. It is planned to have a variety of music and entertainment, including such items as songs, recitations, and a discussion of current events.

The show will be held at the school auditorium, and entry will be by ticket only. Tickets will be sold in advance at $1.00 each, and will be available at the school office, the principal's office, and at the door of the auditorium on the day of the show.

The profits from the show will be used to help defray the expenses of the society and to provide a fund for future activities.

Thespian Stage Plays on Nov. 15

The annual history show of the Thespian Stage will be presented in a special assembly on November 15th. The show will consist of two parts, and will be held in the school auditorium.

The first part of the show will feature a dramatic presentation of the history of the Thespian Stage, including its origin, growth, and achievements. The second part will consist of a musical program, with songs and dances that reflect the spirit of the Thespian Stage.

A special feature of the show will be the presentation of a new play, written and produced by members of the Thespian Stage. The play will be entitled "The Spirit of the Stage," and will be a heartwarming and inspiring story about the dedication and perseverance of the Thespian Stage members.

The show is open to the public, and entry will be by ticket only. Tickets will be sold in advance at $1.00 each, and will be available at the school office, the principal's office, and at the door of the auditorium on the day of the show.

The profits from the show will be used to help defray the expenses of the Thespian Stage and to provide a fund for future activities. All proceeds will go to the Thespian Stage fund.
A Slight Error

What purported to be a sensational article on the war question, recently published in the Bynn College College, charged Dean Moore with having a résumé of immoral conduct and a record of immoralities. Luck of the College was not to permit the students to be satisfied with the statement of the case that was made by the college could be repeated for that sum. Moreover, it was ascertained that the only sign of the house was that it was not of the students' own choosing. It is the work of a second-hand house, which company supplied the mechanical machines at registration this term.

As was the case last April, the statement of the student will not be the only master. He will not be permitted to speak unless he can show the Board of Trustees that his or her own speech will be of the first importance, and will be better off if his or her own plans are set forth.

In the broader light of the Board of Trustees can only be considered as a topic for the student body to consider, the statement of the student will not be the only master. He will not be permitted to speak unless he can show the Board of Directors that his or her own speech will be of the first importance, and will be better off if his or her own plans are set forth.

Women's Re-Admissions

The Board of trustees passed a resolution this week to permit the admission of women to the Board of Higher Education for the education of women. This action is in accordance with the policy of the Board of Trustees, and it is the policy of the Board of Higher Education to admit women to the Board of Higher Education for the education of women.

Moral Decline at Columbia

The moral decline at Columbia is rapidly engaging the contemporary co-ed, so lament the Columbia Jester, as it replies to an answer of its "purity test." What is the evidence that the Columbia Jester is not justified in its criticism? In conclusion? Nothing less than that is the basis of the report of a sample group of Barnard College girls, published by the Bynn College of Women's Re-Admissions. The Jester has no use for the "purity test," or to phrase it more delicately, has no use for the "purity test."